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For optically clear and distortion free view, simply remove the protective film. These face shields
come with a protective film. Once you receive the full face shield simply remove the protective film
before use to activate the anti-fog and anti-blurr mechanism. Once the protective film is remove the
anti fog adult face shield is optically clear and distortion free. You can still wear your prescription
glasses while using it. The clear protective screen offers a good level of visibility.
Reusable. The reusable face shield can be washed and reused as it is made with high-quality and
thick PET materials that allows you to experience additional protection and durability. The protective
face shield can be cleaned and disinfected easily. It is made out of 55% PET, 20% elastic band,
15% foam and 10% PC materials. It is anti-fog , anti-dust, anti-blurr and anti-splash.
Full face coverage. With the dimensions of 12.6â€• width and 8.6â€• height it has widened face
screen that adds additional protection and it has a soft foam strip plus an elastic band that holds
away from the face which allows you to wear your glasses underneath. Adds protection for people
working in restaurants, offices, retail or even in public places.
Cozy and comfortable while in use. The clear face visor is lightweight and adjustable because of the
elastic band. The adjustable face shield offers additional protection against splashes. The adult face
shield sits comfortably at the top of the head and doesn't fog up. With a circumference of 22.5â€• to
25.5â€• it has an universal fit.
Bonus item and protective films. As a bonus you get two cleaning microfiber cloths with each
5-Pack. The plastic face shield has protective films on both sides of the shield to prevent damage
and scratches while in transit.With 2x Microfiber Cloths As A Bonus!
Get 2x microfiber cleaning cloths as a bonus! This makes cleaning the reusable Vyzor Face Shield
super easy and fast. The Vyzor Face Shield is designed to act as an additional barrier from droplets
and particles of other people. It is anti-fog, anti-blur and offers a crystal clear view. The plastic face
shield has protective films on both sides of the shield to prevent damage and scratches while in
transit. Please make sure to remove the protective film on both sides of the shield to activate the
anti-fog and anti-blur mechanism.
Compatible To Use With Eyeglasses
You can wear your prescription glasses while using it and still feel comfortable.The Vyzor adult face
shield is optically clear and distortion free.
Reusable and Easy to Clean
For washing and reuse. Wash in warm or cold water only. Use non-corrosive detergent only. Use
non-scrubbing soft cloth only.
Many Useful Features!
Cushy forehead foam. For all day comfy use!Secure adaptable strap. For a tight yet comfy hold.
Shield curvature. Offers flexibility and protection. Full shield transparency. For ultra clear vision. The
clear face visor is adjustable because of the elastic band. The adult face shield sits comfortably at
the top of the head and doesn't fog up. With a circumference of 22.5â€• to 25.5â€• it has a universal
fit and covers the face fully. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy,
picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

